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Mennä has created the world’s first and only start & stop steeping infusion 
system (SIS). This revolutionary new utility can infuse most essences into any 
liquid, whether a classic steeped tea or rosemary-infused olive oil, fruit-flavor 
water to customized spice-infused alcohol, the Mennä SIS is the ideal 
solution.
 
Mennä is the only utility that allows you to control the flavor and intensity of 
whatever you are infusing by twisting our Mennä ring. No mess, no stress, just 
the perfect flavor - bitter free.
 
The Mennä patented utility is perfect for infusing tea, water, cannabis, alcohol 
or even herbs for salad dressing and oils. It also allows you to re-infuse over 
and over for additional repeated benefits. 

This new infuser has a never-before-seen feature that allows users to steep 
tea to their own taste. 

The Mennä Life Product Line is now available and shipping worldwide. The 
first two skus, Mennä One and Mennä Two, are available online and in retail 
locations. In addition, an entire product line is slated for launch in 2022 and 
2023. This includes a teapot, a Triton Bottle, a liquor bottle, and a Herbal 
Remedy Container for salad dressings and health food shots. 

The revolutionary tea infuser is the vision of two Canadian businesswomen 
who became frustrated by the lack of controlled infusion on the market. 
Following five years of research, development, and prototyping, the pair have 
launched their first two products with innovative SteepStop-ReSteep® 
technology that allows users to stop and start infusing with a twist of a ring.
 
“Both of us are avid tea enthusiasts and we’re thrilled to bring this 
much-needed product to tea drinkers around the world,” said Orit Eisenberg, 
Co-Founder and President of Mennä Inc. “Tea lovers know that every blend 
should be treated differently, and the bitter taste that comes from 
over-steeping should only come through personal choice!”
 
“Sometimes an extra kick of English Breakfast to start the day is needed and 
in the evenings, a calming dose of Chamomile to relax. Our product is all 
about giving drinkers complete control over the infusion to create a perfect 
tea for them, every time.”
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“The patented infuser basket can be opened and closed by turning a ring on the outside of the bottle - a 
technology that’s one-of-a-kind in the market. Once the desired flavor is reached, users can close the infuser 
basket and enjoy the same taste every sip. This same utility is what makes this product line so unique and 
proprietary- whether it be for tea, cannabis, salad dressings, oils, superfoods or liquor, we plan on revolutioniz-
ing the way people infuse from a messy, inconvenient way to a simple, and flavorful way”.
 
A double-walled vessel keeps tea hot or iced for up to six hours and a lockable lid that prevents spills and leaks is 
made for on-the-go drinking. 
The travel tea infuser can be purchased online through Mennä 
(www.mennalife.com) and at select locations worldwide. 

About Mennä Inc 
Mennä Inc is the brainchild of Orit Eisenberg and her partner Natalie Ben-Zur. Mennä ONE & TWO are the first 
products launched by the company that is working diligently on expanding the Mennä Life line with new 
products featuring the SteepStop-ReSteep® technology. The company’s goal is to deliver a simpler, cleaner and 
more controlled way of infusing flavors into a variety of beverage types. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DL7OzFUHh-4&t=1s 

If you have any questions regarding information in this press release, please contact: 
Orit Eisenberg at 514-865-3307, Orit@mennalife.com or 
Natalie Ben-Zur at 514-952-2003, Natalie@mennalife.com 
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